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Up Before Daybreak Scavenger Hunt
Directions: The goal of this activity is to get you to explore some of the information in the book
but also to encounter some powerful images as you search. Some of the information will be
harder to find, don’t get discouraged use the hints to help you. The hints often refer to a
picture in the book or a title of a section.

1). In 1793 America exported 2000 bales of cotton to Great Britain 67 years later in 1860 how many
bales of cotton was America exporting to Great Britain? (Hint: Look above the business of cotton)

Fill in the blanks below

2). For centuries, people have produced goods by ___________. But beginning around the middle of the
18th century, the new invention of new, _____________ - driven ________________ transformed how
people lived and worked. At the heart of these changes was _________________. (Hint: look for
something that was used to transport cotton to England)

3). One problem with cotton was getting the seeds out; what machine solved this problem? (Hint: find a
picture of the machine and you will find the answer)

4). The Industrial Revolution began in what type of industry in America? (Hint: Last but certainly not
least of Chapter 3)

5). What did cotton growers and farmers in the north rely on to get their crops to markets? (Hint: The
answer is not by horse and buggy but you’re getting warmer)

6). How did Hannah lose the hair on the top of her head as a young girl? (Hint: I bet you’ll find it in
Hanna’s story)

7). What age range were girls that worked in the cotton mills? (Hint: Find the advertisement)

8). How many hours a week did girls work in the mills? How much money did they earn? (Hint: you will
find the answer above: Not the right sort of life for a child)

9). What “re-invention” launched the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in America? (Hint: find the
picture of a woman working with this invention look left)

10). In 1874 what law in Massachusetts was passed to help women and children in the mills? (Hint: To
give birth?)

11). As the Industrial Revolution increased demand for cotton, plantations spread to the west; how far
west did they go? (Hint: find the woman wearing a large Safety Pin)

12). What was needed to run the spinning jenny? (Hint: Lots of bobbins)

13). What was cotton called before the Civil War that suggested it was royalty? (Hint: After Sarah’s
Story but before it was Light)

